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Most of the radio-loud narrow-line Seyfert 1 (NLS1) galaxies resemble compact steep-spectrum
sources. However, the extremely radio-loud ones show blazar-like characteristics, like flat radio
spectra, compact radio cores, substantial variability and high brightness temperatures. These
objects are thought to be similar to blazars as they possess relativistic jets seen at small angle
to the line of sight. This claim has been further supported by the Fermi satellite discovery of
gamma-ray emission from a handful of these sources. Using the Wide-Field Infrared Survey
Explorer (WISE) data, we analyzed the mid-infrared variability characteristics of 42 radio-loud
NLS1 at 3.4 and 4.6 µm. We found that 27 out of the studied 42 sources showed variability in
at least one of the two infrared bands. In some cases, significant changes in the infrared colors
can alter the location of the source in the WISE color–color diagram which might lead to different
classification. More than 60% of the variable sources also showed variability within a 1 − 1.5 day
interval. Such short time scales argue for a compact emission region like those associated with
the jets. This connection is further strengthened by the fact that the brightest γ-ray emitters of the
sample (6 sources), all showed short time scale infrared variability.
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1. Introduction

2. Analysis of WISE data
The WISE [5] satellite scanned the whole sky at four infrared (IR) bands, at 3.4, 4.6, 12, and
22 µm (referred as W1, W2, W3, and W4) during 2010. After the end of the WISE mission, the
survey has continued in the framework of the NEOWISE (Near-Earth Object WISE) project [6]
after September 2010 first for four months. After 34 months of hibernation of the satellite, the
NEOWISE Reactivation Mission continued. Along its mission, WISE observed the same regions
of the sky every ∼ 180 days. Therefore, during the original mission, each source was observed
in two mission phases. After the approximately 3-year hibernation gap, another 5 to 7 epochs are
added in the NEOWISE mission. However, because of the depleted cooling material, the W3 and
W4 detectors could not be used any more. NEOWISE only makes measurements at the two shortest
wavelength bands (W1 and W2). Moreover, not all sources have the same coverage. Due to the
scanning strategy, the number of frames covering a given source depends on its ecliptic coordinates.
The closer an object to the ecliptic poles, the more frames of it are obtained. Therefore, the numbers
of frames within each mission phase are different for different objects.
We downloaded up to 2016 the WISE single exposure data1 of the 42 radio-loud NLS1 sources
from Caccianiga et al. [4]. We discarded bad quality data following the descriptions in the Exploratory Supplement Series2 . We obtained light curves in the W1 and W2 bands for all sources.
For most of the sources, there are light curves from 8 mission phases. For 4 and 6 sources, there are
light curves from 7 and 9 mission phases, respectively. Within each mission phase, the individual
measurements of the sources provide short-term light curves with a length ≈ 1 day, and with measurements in every ∼ 1.5 − 2 h. In several mission phases, 2 − 6 days long gaps occur as well (see
an example in Fig. 2). In the other two bands, most of the sources were observed only in the first
mission phase, 8 sources have measurements in the W3 and W4 from the first two mission phases.
In general the signal-to-noise ratios are lower and the sources are fainter in W3 and especially in
W4. There were 1 and 6 sources with less than three measurement points in bands W3 and W4,
respectively.
1 http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/Missions/wise.html
2 http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allwise/expsup/sec3_2.html
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Narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxies (NLS1), a subclass of active galactic nuclei (AGN) are thought
to contain a relatively low-mass central black hole (106 − 108 M , [1]) and accrete at high rates
[2]. The fraction of radio-loud ones among NLS1 sources is ∼ 7% similar to that of the whole
AGN population [3]. The extremely radio-loud ones (≈ 2.5% of the NLS1 sources [3]) show
blazar-like characteristics, like flat radio spectra, compact radio cores, substantial variability and
high brightness temperatures. Caccianiga et al. [4] studied the mid-infrared characteristics of
42 radio-loud NLS1 sources with blazar-like characteristics and found that the radio and midinfrared properties can be explained by the mixture of different components: the relativistic jets,
star formation in the host galaxy, and the dusty torus. Using the available Wide-Field Infrared
Survey Explorer (WISE, [5]) satellite data, we investigated the variability characteristics of these
42 sources in the mid-infrared bands.
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Figure 1: Histogram (top) and cumulative distribution (bottom) of χr2 in W1 band of the nearest
200 sources around J1238+3942. Dashed blue
lines indicate the χr2 value of J1238+3942.
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Figure 2: Infrared light curve of J1644+2619 from the
last analysed mission phase. Black dots are for band W1,
yellow dots are for band W2. The inset shows the WISE
flux density measurements in these two bands averaged
for each of the 8 mission phases; the error bars represent
the variability within the given phases.

To characterise the strength of variability, we calculated the modulation indices for the variable
sources. The modulation index is defined as m = 100 · σ /hSi, where σ is the standard deviation of
the measured flux density and hSi is the average flux density. To study short time scale variability,
we also calculated χr2 for each mission phase separately.
Due to the lower signal-to-noise ratios and shorter time baselines, we did not perform such
detailed variability analysis in bands W3 and W4. We calculated the χr2 for sources having more
measurement points than 3.

3. Results
Most of the sources, 27 out of the 42 (∼ 64%) showed variability in at least one of the IR bands
of 3.4 µm and 4.6 µm; 20 of them were variable in both bands, 7 sources showed variability in only
one of the bands, 5 in W1 and 2 in W2 only. All the 8 sources in the list that have been detected
2
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To determine the variability characteristics of the sources in W1 and W2, we calculated the
Stetson index [7] and after converting the magnitudes to flux densities [5] the reduced χ 2 (χr2 )
values. We considered a source variable if its Stetson index is larger than 1. In all such sources the
calculated χr2 values in both bands were larger than 3, which also strongly supports the variability
claim in these cases. The Stetson index is more sensitive to the correlated variations measured
simultaneously at two bands. Therefore, we also critically examined those objects for which the
Stetson index was lower, between 0.4 and 1. In all of these objects the χr2 values exceeded 3 in
at least one of the bands. We then downloaded WISE data of the nearest 200 objects with similar
brightness in W1 and W2 and calculated their χr2 values. Based upon the obtained histograms and
cumulative distributions (see an example in Fig. 1), we deemed a source variable if its χr2 in a given
band was larger than 95% of those of the neighbouring sources.
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Figure 3: Positions of the sample of NLS1 sources in the WISE color–color diagram. Solid lines represent
the ‘WISE Gamma-ray Strip’ for BL Lac objects (blue) and flat-spectrum quasars (brown) as defined by
[8] and [9]. Dashed line shows the AGN wedge from [10]. Left panel: Open circles represent the nonvariable, filled circles the variable sources. Orange, green, and turquoise symbols stand for sources showing
variability in both, only W1, and only W2 bands, respectively. The sizes of the filled symbols scale with the
logarithm of the modulation index measured in band W1, except for those only variable in W2, for which
they scale with the logarithm of the modulation index measured in band W2. The symbol sizes of the largest
and smallest modulation indices are displayed in the lower right corner. Red symbols mark the sources
detected in γ-rays by the Fermi satellite. The sources shown in the right panel are marked with circles of
the same colors. Right panel: Simultaneous W1−W2 and W2−W3 colors of the 6 variable sources which
fall outside of the AGN wedge according to their photometric values given in the AllWISE catalog [11].
Colored error bars at the bottom of the plot show the mean errors of the corresponding sources.

in γ-rays by the Fermi satellite (reported in [12], [13], [14], and [15]) showed IR variability. Most
of them both in band W1 and band W2. Two sources, J1102+2239 and J1246+0238, showed
variability in one band only, in W2 and W1, respectively. These two sources were the faintest γ-ray
emitter NLS1 objects among those discovered by [15].
In the other two bands, only one source showed possible variability, J0948+0022 had a χr2
larger than 3 in band W3.
In the left panel of Fig. 3, we plot the WISE color–color diagram of the 42 radio-loud NLS1
sources also indicating their variability behaviour. The colors were calculated using the photometric values given in the AllWISE catalog [11]. Filled symbols are the variable objects, the symbol
sizes are scaled with the logarithm of modulation indices. We overplotted the AGN wedge (defined
by [10], dashed line) and the ‘WISE Gamma-ray strip’ (WGS, defined by [8] and [9]) for flatspectrum quasars (brown line) and for BL Lac objects (blue line). The fraction of variable sources
in those which fall outside of the WGS is similar (60%) to that of the whole sample.
To investigate whether variability can explain the positions of these sources in the color–color
plot, we calculated their colors using simultaneous measurements from the original WISE mission
data taken in 2011. The mean errors for each plotted sources are shown at the bottom of the
plot. In all sources but J1633+4718 significant change in at least one of the colors can be seen.
J1238+3942 is the faintest among the sources in band W3 causing it to have the largest uncertainty
in the W2−W3 color. It can be seen from the right panel of Fig. 3 that variability can change the
3
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4. Summary
Using the WISE mission data we investigated IR variability in a sample of radio-loud NLS1
sources. More than 60% of the sources showed variability at 3.4 or 4.6 µm. Color variations can
significantly influence the location of some sources in the WISE color–color diagnostic plot and
may therefore influence their classification.
Intraday variability in at least one of the IR bands of 3.4 or 4.6 µm can be detected in 66% of
the variable sources. As described by Jiang et al. [18], such short variability time scales imply a
small size for the emitting region which is thus hard to reconcile with variations in the dusty torus.
More probable explanation is that the IR emission is non-thermal and it originates from the jet.
This scenario is further supported by the fact that the known bright γ-ray emitter NLS1 sources in
the sample all showed intraday IR variability.
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